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a b s t r a c t 

Moving human localization is the first pre-requisite step of human activity analysis in video surveillance. 

Identifying human targets accurately and efficiently is always of high demands in computer vision studies. 

Also, learning is often indispensable in contemporary moving human localization, and unknown param- 

eters of proposed methods need to be properly adjusted to guarantee the final localization performance. 

Such a task can be facilitated with the help of popular deep learning techniques, especially when enor- 

mous surveillance video clips become commonly seen nowadays. In this study, the metric learning prob- 

lem in moving human localization is emphasized, and a new deep multi-channel residual networks-based 

metric learning method is introduced for the first time. Specifically, the deep metric learning problem in 

this new method is solved within a ranking procedure via both the conventional stochastic gradient de- 

scent algorithm and a more efficient proximal gradient descent algorithm. Comprehensive experiments 

are conducted and this new method is compared with several other popular deep learning-based ap- 

proaches. Qualitative and quantitative analysis are conducted from the statistical perspective, to evaluate 

all localization outcomes obtained by all compared methods based on two specific measurements. The 

localization performance of this new method is suggested to be promising after the comprehensive anal- 

ysis. 

© 2017 Published by Elsevier B.V. 

1. Introduction 

Human activity analysis is an emerging and valuable topic in 

data mining and associated fields for the time being. When the 

topic is associated with different modalities of multi-media, human 

activity analysis is capable to bring about diverse tasks worthy of 

investigations. For example, the main purpose of human activity 

analysis in video surveillance is to discern an individual’s behav- 

ior or a group’s movements across consecutive frames of a surveil- 

lance video clip. When human activity analysis in social network is 

focused, the task then turns into the identification of specific end- 

ing users or the analysis of their connections among heterogeneous 

multi-media. When the recently popular smart-wearable devices 

are emphasized, human activity analysis is able to enclose a broad 

range of studies depending on specific characteristics and usages 

of particular devices. To sum up, it is necessary to clarify the role 
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of human activity analysis in specific applications and propose ef- 

fective methods to facilitate key problems in the human activity 

analysis. 

In this study, human activity analysis in video surveillance is 

considered and its pre-requisite step of moving human localiza- 

tion across consecutive frames in a surveillance video clip is em- 

phasized. The reason why moving human localization is essential 

for human activity analysis in video surveillance is easy to be per- 

ceived, as the human targets need to be localized first before ac- 

tual analysis is conducted to analyze her/his behavior or activities. 

Generally speaking, moving human localization is a popular yet 

challenging task in pattern recognition and computer vision at the 

current stage, and there are many tough problems in moving hu- 

man localization, including illumination changes, partial/full obsta- 

cles, rigid/non-rigid geometric appearance changes, etc. Although 

introducing a versatile method to tackle all challenging problems 

in surveillance video clips of large diversities still seems obscure 

at present, many researchers endeavor to introduce new models 

and algorithms to tackle specific problems. Early attempts to han- 

dle the moving human localization problem mainly rely on well- 
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established pattern recognition models or machine learning tech- 

niques [1–5] . For instance, the popular boosting [1] , support vector 

machine (SVM) [2] , random forests [3] models are incorporated in 

bringing about various localization methods. Also, other sophisti- 

cated models, such as naive Bayes classifiers with fixed random ba- 

sis [4] , structured SVM [5] , etc, are throughly investigated as well 

for the localization task. Some popular studies in recent years are 

introduced and discussed as follows. The conventional single-view 

learning strategy is analyzed in [6] , and an alternative multi-view 

learning scheme based on intact space learning techniques is also 

introduced in this work. Encoded complementary information in 

multiple views is integrated to discover a latent intact representa- 

tion of the utilized data, and the combination of multiple views of 

data is assumed to be capable to provide abundant information for 

a later learning. In [7] , cognitive psychology principles are incorpo- 

rated to design a flexible representation of moving objects whose 

shapes are likely to be changed, and a multi-store tracker consist- 

ing of long-term as well as short-term memories of appearances 

is introduced in this work. In [8] , the multiple pedestrian tracking 

problem is emphasized, and a couple-states analysis including hid- 

den states via a Markov chain transition process as well as latent 

states for semantic understandings is introduced in this work. It 

can be concluded from those aforementioned studies that, learn- 

ing is indispensable in these up-to-date localization studies and 

it is often realized from the perspective of shallow learning. Also, 

after the localization task is well tackled, other high-level under- 

standings, including the action recognition of each individual mov- 

ing target or the activity interpretation of an ensemble of moving 

targets, can be fulfilled, thereafter [9,10] . 

Provided the fact that deep learning techniques receive much 

research attention beginning from the last few years, they have al- 

ready been demonstrated to be more effective than many conven- 

tional shallow learning techniques within a broad range of appli- 

cations, including audio recognition, digits recognition, image clas- 

sification, etc [11] . It inspired us to solve the moving human lo- 

calization problem in video surveillance from the perspective of 

state-of-the-art deep learning techniques. Therefore, in this study, 

the learning problem in moving human localization is tackled, and 

more specifically, the metric/metric-based similarity learning prob- 

lem is emphasized. The reason why similarity learning is essential 

in moving human localization is easy to perceive. Generally speak- 

ing, the moving human target is normally considered as the fore- 

ground object, which needs to be discerned from the background 

before being localized in consecutive frames of a video clip. There- 

fore, a suitable similarity measure is necessary to group pixels be- 

longing to this foreground object together while differentiate pix- 

els between foreground and background, simultaneously. Moreover, 

determining such a suitable similarity needs to be driven by the 

video data via learnings. Since an ordinary metric-based similar- 

ity is often defined based on a typical metric, learning a metric- 

based similarity is equivalent to learning its corresponding metric. 

Thus, in order to avoid any ambiguity, the term metric learning 

will be utilized. In this study, a novel deep multi-channel residual 

networks-based metric learning method is introduced for the first 

time to realize moving human localization in video surveillance. 

The intuition of proposing such a new deep multi-channel resid- 

ual network in metric learning is explained as follows. First, deep 

residual network is one of the latest deep learning models, which 

has demonstrated its outstanding performance of non-linear gener- 

alization in various studies in the last 2 years. Incorporating such a 

state-of-the-art deep learning method as the basic model is helpful 

for performance boosting of this study. Second, the raw video data 

in moving human localization can be extracted and represented in 

various forms (i.e., color space, texture space, optical flow, etc). A 

fusion of them in a single-channel deep residual network is clearly 

not proper and a multi-channel structure is necessary, which has 

not yet been proposed for metric/similarity learning till now. The 

organization of this paper is elaborated as follows. In Section 2 , 

a comprehensive literature review of metric learning is provided. 

Metric learning from both the conventional shallow learning per- 

spective and the currently popular deep learning point of view are 

discussed, with representative studies introduced. In Section 3 , the- 

oretical aspects of the new metric learning method are explained 

and two learning algorithms following a ranking model within 

this new method are derived. In Section 4 , comprehensive experi- 

ments are conducted based on a large video database and the new 

method is compared with several other deep learning-based local- 

ization methods. Both qualitative and quantitative analysis are con- 

ducted based on all localization outcomes obtained by all methods, 

from the statistical point of view. In Section 5 , the conclusion of 

this study is drawn and the potential future direction is suggested. 

2. Related works 

In psychology, there is an important theoretical assumption 

stating that, the similarity between two objects is inversely propor- 

tional towards the pairwise psychological distance between them. 

Hence, the more two objects are far away from each other, the less 

similar they are supposed to be. Therefore, the notion of similarity 

is closely related to the concept of distance. For metric, it is a spe- 

cial form of distance with particular characteristics. To be specific, 

a metric should be non-negative (i.e., the special form of distance 

between two objects should be equal to or more than zero). When 

the zero-value metric is obtained, it suggests that the two objects 

are overlapping or they are actually the same object. Moreover, the 

metric measured from object A to object B should be equivalent 

towards that from object B to object A (i.e., un-directional). Last 

but not least, the triangle inequality should be obeyed in metric as 

well. Based on such a special form of distance, when the similarity 

is proposed, it becomes the metric-based similarity. 

Metric-based similarity is often of great importance in machine 

learning studies. For example, in the popular k -nearest-neighbor 

(KNN) classifier, the main idea is to classify an object into a group, 

which is the most common one among groups of its k nearest 

objects. Metric-based similarity in KNN is often used to indicate 

those nearest objects, and the performance of KNN is known to be 

highly influenced by such an incorporated metric-based similarity. 

In general image retrieval studies, it is also widely accepted that 

the metric-based similarity plays a crucial part since it helps to de- 

termine the degree of relevance of retrieved images to the query. 

In Section 2.1 , the concept of metric and the notion of metric-based 

similarity is the focus. Characteristics of metrics are presented with 

several popular metrics introduced. In Section 2.2 , popular metric / 

metric-based similarity learning methods proposed from both the 

conventional shallow learning perspective and the currently popu- 

lar deep learning point of view are reviewed and discussed. 

2.1. Metric and metric-based similarity 

Metric is a special type of distance with several unique char- 

acteristics satisfied. Given three objects X, Y , and Z; D denotes the 

distance between any two pairwise objects. In order to make D a 

metric, four axioms must be satisfied simultaneously and they are 

presented as follows. 

• Non-negativity: D ( X, Y ) ≥ 0 
• Identity of indiscernibles: D (X, Y ) = 0 iff X = Y 
• Symmetry: D (X, Y ) = D (Y, X ) 
• Triangle inequality: D (X, Y ) ≤ D (X, Z) + D (Y, Z) 

Violating one or more axioms can result in the named gener- 

alized metric, which in fact does not strictly follow all four re- 

quirements of becoming a metric, but can be considered as a spe- 
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